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Are you GDPR Ready?

Introduction
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is an important new
piece of legislation adopted by the European parliament and the
European council.
Its purpose is to bring greater strength and consistency to the data
protection given to individuals within the European Union (EU). The
European Parliament and the European Council sees the regulation
as an important part of its efforts to enable EU citizens to control the
personal information which companies hold about them, while
ensuring that companies themselves have a clear, straightforward
and dependable set of rules to follow when handling personal
information.

Are you GDPR Ready?

The GDPR will come into effect on 25 May 2018 in the EU.
The UK Government has stated that at that time, the UK will still be part of the EU
and therefore organisations based in the UK will need to comply with the
legislation. It is important to remember that whatever the situation regarding the
UK’s EU membership, the GDPR will still apply in EU markets where UK
companies do business and those companies will still be expected to comply with
the legislation’s requirements in these countries.
While the legislation will not come into force until 2018, it is crucial to ensure that
your business is prepared. This white paper will help you understand more about
what the GDPR entails and how it will affect your company. By taking action now
to ensure that your business will be fully compliant with the forthcoming
regulations, you can also help to protect your business against a potentially
damaging data breach. Additionally, this helps your organisation to reassure
customers, partners and employees that you take their data protection seriously –
enhancing the credibility of your company.

The General Data Protection Regulation and what it means for your business
What is the GDPR?
The GDPR is a far-reaching regulation which applies to all companies, anywhere in the world, which process
information about EU citizens. It is therefore the first ever truly global piece of data protection regulation and
brings into play the concept of a ‘one-stop shop’ for data protection, as any lead data authority in the EU will be
able to take action against an organisation in their respective jurisdiction. It introduces a new, wider definition of
‘personal information’, including information about individuals’ genetic material and mental health.
The regulation introduces numerous new requirements for companies. These include an obligation placed on
public authority bodies which process personal information to appoint a nominated data protection officer
(DPO),aswell as the introduction of Privacy Impact Assessments (PIAs),which will require companies to consider
undertaking a privacy risk assessment before beginning any project which will involve the processing of personal
data. In certain circumstances PIAs will be compulsory. Many private companies which process large volumes of
personal data will also need to appoint a DPO.

Other key principles and features of the regulation include:
» Stricter rules around securing consent to use personal information: when relying on consent as
the legal grounds for processing data, businesses will need to show that they have a crystal clear
and definitive agreement from individuals to collect and hold their personal information and keep
documented evidence to prove it. Companies will also have to demonstrate they have stated very
clearly how they intend to process and then use the data they receive.
» The right to be forgotten will be introduced: organisations will not be allowed to retain
individuals’ personal information for any longer than needed for the purpose they obtained
consent to use it for, and will be required to delete the information they hold at any point if
requested to do so by the person who is the subject of the data.
» Information technology system requirements: the regulation demands that the software used by
organisations purposefully includes functionality to protect the privacy of individuals. All software
must consider the privacy of the data subject from the outset as part of a ‘privacy by design’
approach.
» Companies which support and supply data controllers will be regulated: whereas data
controllers are presently solely responsible for data, the regulation also makes supplier
organisations which process personal information on behalf of the data controller subject to
privacy rules.

What is personal data?
The GDPR applies to all personal data – just like the UK Data
Protection Act 1998 (DPA).
Any information that is considered personal under the DPA will
also be considered to be so under the GDPR. However, the
definition in the GDPR is more detailed – referring to
information such as genetic material as well as written data.

The legislation highlights how changes in technology have
changed the way data is collected by noting that online
identifiers, such as IP addresses, can be considered personal
data.
Most businesses and organisations hold personal data that
must be protected under the legislation. Some examples
relevant to most businesses and organisations include
employee payslips, customer contact details, HR records and
emails.

What is the difference between a
“data controller” and a “data processor”?
A “data controller” is an organisation or person who either alone or with other
people decides how data is to be processed and for what purposes. A “data
processor” means anyone other than an employee of the data controller who
processes the data on the data controller’s behalf. For example, if you are an
organisation which sells products online, you may work with a third-party that hosts
your online shop, gathering contact details and processing customer payments. Your
organisation is the data controller and the third-party is your data processor.
The GDPR brings new legal responsibilities for data processors who may be held
accountable for non-compliance with the regulation or a breach of the law. Under
the current EU law, data controllers remain legally responsible for any breaches
caused by their data processors.
Why does the GDPR matter?
The GDPR matters because it increases the level of protection individuals will have
when it comes to how their personal data is collected, stored, processed and used.
For businesses, however, it is also important because it is a legal requirement, with
breaches potentially resulting in serious penalties for the organisations and
individuals responsible.
Data protection bodies will have the authority to levy fines on companies of up to
€20 million or 4 percent of their global turnover, depending on the precise nature of
the offence.
It is not just the legal and financial consequences that organisations need to consider
– breaching the GDPR could also have a significant reputational impact. A data
breach or violation of the regulation could lead to a loss of customer confidence and
impact your business significantly.

Who needs to comply?
» Any organisation operating within the EU – including organisations that have branches/offices
in the EU but are registered elsewhere
» Any organisation that offers services to EU citizens
» Any organisation that handles, processes or stores EU citizens’ data – e.g. a US-based retailer
that sells its products to EU citizens (therefore gathering information such as addresses and
payment data) from its base in the US – is bound to comply with the legislation even if it does not
have any physical locations in the EU
» Any organisation that has equipment (e.g. servers) located in the EU
How does it differ from previous legislation?
The current European guidance on data protection is the EU Data Protection Directive, which
came into force in 1995. This regulates the processing of personal data within the EU. Unlike the
GDPR, the directive leaves individual countries free to implement their own legislation – the UK
Data Protection Act (1998) applies in the UK for example – which did not necessarily have to
reflect the EU directive. This meant that there was significant variation between countries on data
protection when it came to legislation and enforcement with some countries being seen to be
stricter than others.
The GDPR will supersede this directive when it comes into force in May 2018. It will also
supersede individual legislation within EU member states, such as the UK’s Data Protection Act
(1998) and Germany’s Bundesdatenschutzgesetz (BDSG). It will bring cohesion to data
protection rules across all member states of the EU so that companies which operate in the EU or
handle the data of EU citizens will have one set of clear guidelines.
Who will enforce the legislation?
The legislation will be enforced by supervisory authorities (SAs). Each member state will be
required to establish a regulatory body which will hear complaints, investigate queries and issue
fines. In the UK, this will be the ICO (Information Commissioner’s Office), which currently upholds
information rights in the public interest. The legislation requires SAs such as the ICO to work
together with their European partners. For example, if a UK-headquartered organisation is found
to have mishandled information in one of its German offices, then the lead SA would be the
relevant body in Germany but they would work with the ICO to investigate and resolve the issue.
SAs must act independently from the EC and members should be skilled in data protection and be
appointed in a publicly transparent way.

What happens if there is
a data breach?
Under the rules of the GDPR, organisations have a duty to report
certain types of data breaches to the relevant SAs. These include
breaches which are likely to result in risks to the rights of
individuals, for example, if the breach is likely to cause an
individual financial loss, reputational damage or breach of
confidentiality. The breach must be reported to the relevant
supervisory authority within 72 hours of the organisation becoming
aware of it; otherwise you may face a fine of up to
€20 million or four percent of your global turnover. (Fines would be
proportionate to the seriousness of the breach and the size of the
organisation involved.)
In some cases, businesses will also be required to report breaches to
the individuals whose personal data has been compromised. These
will be in cases where the risk to the individual’s rights is much more
significant.

What rights do individuals
have under the GDPR?
The right to be informed
Emphasises need for transparency in how data
is processed
Rights in relation to automated decision making
and profiling
Protect individuals against decisions made without human intervention that could be damaging
to them
The right of access
Individuals will be able to obtain confirmation that their data is being processed and have
access to their personal data
The right to data portability
Individuals are permitted to obtain and reuse data for their own purposes
The right to rectification
The right to have personal data corrected if it is inaccurate or incomplete
The right to object
For example, an individual can object against direct marketing or the use of their data for the
purposes of profiling
or research
The right to erasure
Also known as the right to be forgotten, this means individuals can request the deletion or
removal of personal data
The right to restrict processing
This means companies can store the personal data but not process any further if an individual
supresses the processing of their personal data

Ask the Expert:

Toni Vitale
Data Protection Legislation Specialist
Toni Vitale leads the Data and Information
practice at global law firm Addleshaw Goddard. After starting his
career in private practice, Toni has held a number of positions as a
senior counsel, GC, Head of Legal and Company Secretary in
household-name businesses over the last 15 years.
What are the main differences between the GDPR & current Data
Protection Laws?
Change

Detail of Change

Prectical Impact

Consent

Consent is fundamental under GDPR as individuals have
more rights to decide how their data is processed. Where
processing data is based on consent, the data controller
must be able to prove consent was unambiguous and freely
given. Consent
for marketing purposes must be by an “opt-in” method.

Consent language across all platforms
and media will have to be reviewed.
Where consents have been obtained
on an ‘opt-out’ basis using pre-filled tick
boxes, these consents will not be valid
after 25th May 2018.

Data breaches

Data controllers must report personal data breaches to the
ICO without undue delay and, where feasible, no later than
72 hours after having become aware of the breach.
An individual who has suffered damage can claim
compensation from the data controller or the data
processor.

Incident management processes for
data breaches needs to be reviewed
and enhanced where required.
Training will be required to increase
awareness of what constitutes a
breach and how to escalate the breach.
Contracts will need to be reviewed and
varied where required to meet the data
breach notification and indemnity
requirements.

Data portability

The GDPR introduces a new right of data portability. This
right allows for the data which the individual provided to the
data controller to be provided to the individual in a
structured format, to allow it to be transmitted to another
data controller.

It will be important to understand where
the data is being stored and in what
format to establish the ease of moving
data and receiving data in from a third
party.
Only data the data subject provided to
the controller at the beginning of the
relationship is covered.

Data protection
officer

A data protection officer (DPO) may need to be appointed.
The DPO should report to the highest level of management
and must be informed about all data protection issues within
the organisation.

Who should be the data protection
officer? Do they have board level
reporting skills?

Change

Detail of Change

Practical Impact

New or
extended
rights
includingData subject
access
requests

The time limit to comply with a DSAR
has been reduced from 40 calendar days to one calendar month.
Data subjects can no longer be asked to pay a fee.

The DSAR process will need to be
reviewed and updated accordingly.
Extra resources may be necessary.
25% of data subjects currently are put
off by the fee and do not pursue a
DSAR.

Privacy by
design

When developing, designing or using products, services or
applications which involve processing personal data, data
controllers and processors should adopt internal policies and
measures to ensure personal data is protected.

Change-management processes will
need to be reviewed to introduce initial
checkpoints for compliance with data
privacy when developing or changing
products, services, systems and
processes.

Privacy
Impact
Assessments
(PIA)

GDPR introduces a mandatory requirement for PIAs to be
considered in certain situations. PIAs will need to contain a
description of the processing and the purpose of the processing
and would need to identify any risks to the personal data and the
rights and freedoms
of the individuals, and the measures and safeguards to mitigate
such risks.

PIAs will need to be introduced where
new technologies are used for high-risk
data-processing activities, large-scale
processing of sensitive data or when
there are systematic and extensive
activities which use automated
processing to evaluate, analyse or
predict behaviour.

Privacy
notices

Under the GDPR, privacy notices must be more transparent,
using clear and plain language, and easily accessible.

Online privacy notices and product
terms and conditions will need to be
reviewed and updated to make them
clearer, more transparent and easily
accessible.

Profiling

An individual has the right not to be subject to a decision based
solely on automated processing, including profiling. Profiling for
marketing purposes will always require explicit consent.

Activities that rely on or use profiling
need to be identified to establish
whether consent is required. Processes
need to be put in place to intervene,
where possible, where an individual
may object to profiling.

Record
keeping

Each data controller must maintain a record of processing
activities under its responsibility. Data processors must also
keep a record of the processing activities it carries out on behalf
of the data controller.

Online privacy notices and product
terms and conditions will need to be
reviewed and updated to make them
clearer, more transparent and easily
accessible.

Right to
Erasure

An individual has a right to request for
their data to be deleted. The data controller must delete personal
data on request
and can only be retained where there are legitimate grounds or a
legal obligation to retain the data.

Data deletion processes will need to be
introduced so that data is not retained
indefinitely. It’s likely a data cleansing
exercise will need to be carried out
prior to 25th May 2018 so that
companies are not storing data they no
longer require or have a need to store.

Right to
Object

Individuals must be advised of their right to opt out of direct
marketing which must be explicitly brought to their attention in a
clear way and separately from other information.

Unsubscribe methods will need to be
reviewed.

Supplier
management
&
international
transfers

GDPR will directly regulate data processors for the first time.
There must be clearly defined areas of responsibility between
the data controller and the data processor.

Commercial contracts such as IT or
outsourcing arrangements will need to
be reviewed and new GDPR complaint
data processing clauses will need to be
put in place.

There are also new rights relating to
Data Portability, the right to object to profiling, right to be
forgotten or erasure, and the right to opt out of direct marketing.

What does the accountability principle and transparency
requirement mean?
Toni Vitale says: The new accountability principle in Article 5(2)
requires you to demonstrate in a transparent manner that you
comply with the principles and states explicitly that this is your
responsibility.
Organisations should:
» Implement appropriate technical and organisational measures that ensure and
demonstrate that they comply. This may include internal data protection policies
such as staff training, internal audits of processing activities, and reviews of
internal HR policies.
» Maintain relevant documentation on processing activities.
» Where appropriate, appoint a data protection officer.
» Implement measures that meet the principles of data protection by design and
data protection by default.
Measures could include:
› Data minimisation;
› Pseudonymisation;
› Transparency;
› Allowing individuals to monitor processing; and
› Creating and improving security features on an ongoing basis.

» Use data protection impact assessments where appropriate.

What are the legal consequences of ignoring the regulation?

Toni Vitale says:

Fines of the greater of €20m or 4% of worldwide annual turnover can be

imposed by regulators for breaches of the GDPR.
If data processors breach their statutory data security obligations (e.g. to “implement appropriate
technical and organisational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk”), then they
could be fined up to €10m or 2% of global annual turnover.
Whether security measures are appropriate in each instance will depend on “the state of the art, the costs
of implementation and the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing as well as the risk of varying
likelihood and severity for the rights and freedoms of natural persons”, according to the GDPR.
Beyond the imposition of fines for data security breaches, the GDPR will also introduce an updated right
for data subjects to claim compensation for damages they suffer from such incidents.
A data controller or data processor could be sued for compensation as well as being exposed to the fines
– being fined will not shield it from compensation claims, and vice versa.
The revised right will allow data subjects to pursue either data controllers or data processors for all of the
compensation owed to them for the damage they have suffered from a
data breach, although a processor will only be liable for damage caused by processing where it has not
complied with any part of the Regulation that applies to them or
if it has “acted outside or contrary to lawful instructions of the controller”.
Data controllers pursued for damages will be able to claim back all or some of the money they pay out
from their data processor if the data processor was
in fact responsible, wholly or in part, for the breach. Equally, data processors will have the same right to
claim back money from data controllers, or
indeed other data processors involved, whose fault caused or contributed to the damage, if the data
subject pursues the data processor for the
full compensation pay-out.
As a result of the changes, data processors and controllers will both want to negotiate the scope of their
obligations, liabilities and indemnities accordingly.

What is the impact of Brexit on the regulation in the UK?
The UK decision to leave the EU will not affect existing data protection and privacy
laws in the UK. These laws (the UK Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA) and the Privacy
and Electronic Communications Regulations 2003
(PECR) protect people’s personal data as well as ensuring that organisations have
clear rules and a legal basis when collecting and using such data.
The territorial application of the GDPR means that organisations collecting and using
personal information from citizens in the EU will need to comply with it regardless of
where they are located. The EU Referendum result to leave the EU will not affect this.
As far as the UK is concerned the GDPR will apply to the UK from 25th May 2018
automatically as it is a regulation (without the need for local laws to be updated or
implemented in the UK). Once the UK leaves the EU, EU regulations may no longer
apply but this will be part of the exit negotiations and the UK Government will need to
decide which regulations to retain and which to repeal.

The Secretary of State Karen Bradley MP
used her appearance before the
Culture, Media and Sports
Select Committee to say:

“We will be members of the EU
in 2018 and therefore it would be expected
and quite normal for us to opt into the
GDPR and then look later at how best we
might be able to help British business with
data protection while maintaining high
levels of protection for members of the
public.”

How can secure destruction of personal data help organisations comply with the
regulation?

Organisations must have a data-retention policy as it is one of the requirements of the GDPR that details
of this policy are notified to data subjects. Inaccordancewiththeaccountabilityprinciplereferredto
above, organisations must be able to demonstrate compliance with their own data-retention policies.
Secure destruction protocols must be part of the internal processing procedures to ensure compliance with
the GDPR.

Why is it important that organisations across the world act now?

The GDPR has an extra-territorial effect which means that the law will apply to organisations wherever
they are based in the world if they process personal data about EU citizens. The law will apply from 25th
May 2018 so time is pressing for companies to carry out the internal reviews necessary to ensure
compliance.

I would recommend companies consider the following:

» ‘Refreshing’ of consents, the phasing in of such new consents and on adopting a consistent, plain
English approach (particularly regarding vulnerable customers and children);
» Assessing whether Privacy Impact Assessments are required;
» Data audits, data mapping and surveys;
» Data residency & retention policy review;
» Internal systems and controls include access controls review;
» Mapping data flows and international transfers;
» Redrafting data protection and security policies and standards;
» Review of:
› materials which deal with employee monitoring – e.g. CCTV policy/code of conduct;
› arrangements with IT suppliers for compliance with rules relating to international transfers of personal
data;
› data protection officer job specification;
› Data Subject Access Request under the GDPR;
› employment contracts, employee policies, code of conduct, other relevant HR materials including review
of
agency agreements and candidate policies review;
› existing fair processing notices for GDPR;
› outsourcing agreements, and third party contracts;
› the types of data processed to reflect the new definition of personal data under the GDPR;
› website terms.

ARE YOU
GDPR
READY?

Taking action
When the legislation comes into force in May
2018, organisations will be expected to comply
immediately. It is therefore essential to prepare in
advance so that you are ready to meet your
requirements. It also means you have time to speak
to legal counsel, data protection and information
security specialists to ensure that any questions you
have are answered and resolved in advance.
But more than that, a protected workplace is vital
for every business to mitigate potential legal,
financial and reputational risk. Organisations
should ensure that all customer, employee and
partner information is being managed, stored and
disposed of securely.

Road to compliance: Best practice guidelines for protecting your workplace
Becoming compliant can be a time-consuming process as staff adapt to
new responsibilities. It is therefore crucial to start implementing best practice as soon as
possible so that once the GDPR comes into force, you are already up and running.
Here are some actions to take.
Prepare a robust information security policy and keep this up-to-date.
Under the legislation, data protection authorities will be able to ask to review your
privacy policies and procedures at any time.
This should include:
» Categories of data and how long they should be stored before being securely
destroyed
» Methods of information destruction
› Think about both physical (e.g. printed documents) and electronic data
(e.g. information on the cloud), as well as the equipment that stores electronic data
(e.g. laptops, USBs – whether they are in use or redundant)
› Think about the right to be forgotten and how to securely destroy all
data held on an individual if you were compelled to do so. As well as destruction of
paper documents, you may need to have a hard drive data-destruction process in place
» How to keep an accurate record of what information has been destroyed.

Appoint a person or a team to oversee data protection
Organisations who carry out 'regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects
on a large scale’ or process sensitive personal data or data relating to criminal
convictions and offences 'on a large scale’ must appoint a data protection officer,
but it is good practice to have a person responsible for information security in your
organisation whether you are legally required to or not. In larger organisations, a
governance team that oversees privacy activities is important to check the success of
your actions. Statements of compliance will be required for your annual report.

Introduce Privacy Impact Assessments (PIAs)
If you’re not already carrying out PIAs, start to introduce these into your
organisation. These are essentially risk assessments, identifying areas where an
individual’s personal data could be at risk throughout its processing. Carry these out
in the early stages of a project so that data protection is part of your thinking from
the beginning.

Develop a breach notification process
Certain types of breach must be reported within 72 hours, which when you are in the
middle of an issue is not a long time. Having a known and well-understood notification
process and response plan in place means that you are better able to act quickly
when a breach occurs helping you to be compliant with the law but also helping you
move quickly to rectify the issue and limit the damage.

Make it easy for staff to protect confidential data with helpful policies
Introduce a Clean Desk Policy (where all information is locked away securely when
staff are away from their desks) to help reduce the likelihood of confidential material
going astray. A Wight Confidential Shredding® All Policy (where all paper-based
information is destroyed prior to disposal) means employees do not have to make a
decision about which information is confidential and which is not. Rather than having
staff shred material using an office shredder, use a secure destruction provider such
as Wight Confidential Shredding® which cross-shreds documents to prevent
unauthorised individuals or organisations being able to put them back together.
Office shredders tend to strip shred which is less secure and documents can be left
unsecured whilst waiting to be shredded as it is often not a priority task for
employees.

Train staff regularly on data protection policies and key issues
Everyone within an organisation has an important role to play in remaining compliant
with the legislation. All staff should be aware of the legislation and what it means so
that they understand their responsibility in protecting individuals’ information and
what actions they need to take to achieve this. This needs to come from the top.
Executives and managers need to actively prioritise data protection to create a culture
of security within the organisation.

Speak to a legal adviser
Don’t take chances with something as important as the GDPR. Speak to a legal team
that specialises in data protection legislation to make sure that you fully understand
how it will affect your business. And remember, this legislation has far-reaching
consequences – not just for organisations within the EU but across the world.

How Wight Confidential Shredding® Can Help
The Wight Confidential Shredding® Protected Workplace
Our integrated choice of services - including Paper Shredding and Hard
Drive Destruction, all delivered through a secure Chain of Custody – are
designed to protect the things that matter most, every single day.
Secure Document and Hard Drive Destruction:
» Secure end-to-end chain of custody processes
» Certificate of Destruction after every service
» Tailored solutions to your organisation’s needs
Advice and Expertise
» Advice in information security

Please note that the information within this document does not constitute
legal advice and should not be relied on as doing so. If you need legal
or professional advice please contact a solicitor.

